
 

AVSI Express of Interest (EOI) 

AVSI Foundation, an NGO created in 1972, carries out cooperation projects for development, with 

particular emphasis on education. In its work, its attention is focused on the defense and promotion of 

the dignity of the person, the cornerstone of every project. We work all around the world thanks to a 

network of 35 founding members and more than 700 partners worldwide. 

AVSI Foundation has been operating in Syria since 2014 and contributed in supporting the most 

vulnerable local communities through providing projects and activities that focus on health and psycho-

social assistance, education, vocational training and job placement and income-generating activities. 

AVSI is now launching an Express of Interest (EOI) to identify suppliers from all categories to be 
added to AVSI’s list of “pre-identified suppliers” 

Objective of the EOI  

This request for EOI is intended to help AVSI identify suppliers and service providers who are 
interested in being included in a pool of pre-identified providers who may be hired to engage in 
various purchases, consulting, trainings activities for AVSI. Being ‘pre-identified’ does not guarantee 
any provider business with AVSI; rather it means that interested providers may become part of a 
short-list of firms who will be contacted and considered for future specific scopes of work within AVSI 
programs. 

This request for EOI will help AVSI to be aware of the providers’ capacities, skills and 
specializations, and it may enable AVSI to narrow the pool of competition to only pre-identified, 
eligible providers. It therefore allows AVSI to quickly issue RFPs (Request for Proposals) to the 
relevant pre-identified firms to carry out necessary tasks for the projects. 

 

How to apply 

Interested candidates shall submit the below documents in electronic copy to 

logistic.syria@avsi.org.lb  

1- Supplier registration form, filled, signed and stamped 
2- Eligibility declaration, filled, signed and stamped 
3- Copy of a valid certificate of registration in Syria  
4- Copy of AVSI Code of Ethics, signed and stamped 
5- Copy of AVSI Child Protection Policy, signed and stamped 

Damascus, 

17/11/2021 
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